Cognizant has been named a global Leader in two ISG Provider Lens Reports:

- Internet of Things – Services and Solutions, IT/OT Tech Data Convergence
- Internet of Things – Services and Solutions, Artificial Intelligence on the Edge

**IT/OT Tech Data Convergence**

Cognizant is ranked as the #1 service provider on IT/OT tech data convergence based on the strength of our offerings (smart operations, asset performance, supply chain, and sustainability), our proprietary OnePlant™, and APEx reference models, and our strong client relationships.

**Artificial Intelligence on the Edge**

ISG rated Cognizant high on breadth and depth of our edge analytics and AI portfolio, stating, “Cognizant combines platform independent solution accelerators that can be ported across IoT platforms with a rich set of reusable libraries to accelerate customer implementations.” The report also cites our proprietary Learning Evolutionary AI Framework (LEAF™) and pre-built analytics as a service solution.

“As a preferred IoT partner to some of the biggest brands across industries, our solutions help bring physical and digital worlds together to improve everyday experiences,” said Randal Kenworthy, Global Strategy Lead – Industry+ Practice, Cognizant. “These recognitions from ISG are a testament to the work we are doing to drive efficiencies and improve customer experiences in the IoT space.”

ISG is a leading global technology research and advisory firm. A trusted business partner to more than 700 clients, including more than 75 of the world’s top 100 enterprises.

Learn more about Cognizant’s IoT Solutions [here](https://news.cognizant.com/2021-09-08-Cognizant-Named-a-Global-Leader-in-Two-ISG-Provider-Lens-Reports).